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Abstract—In this paper, a remote temperature control sys-
tem is proposed. The physical system is controlled in real 
time through an Internet network. For educational purpos-
es, the students use only a web browser to tune and test a 
PID controller via a shared user interface. The PID parame-
ters are calculated using basic experimental Ziegler-Nichols 
tuning rules. After the hardware and software experiment 
description, the remote online experiment is presented and 
the results are given.   

Index Terms—Electrical engineering, laboratories, online 
learning, PID controller, temperature system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The great success of the Internet has put new life into 

distance learning. Recently, many institutions have pro-
posed internet-based courses and e-learning educational 
programs. e-Learning and internet-based tools and meth-
odologies are active research fields. 

Experiments are an important part of educational pro-
grams, particularly in engineering and experimental sci-
ences such as physics and chemistry. However, the high 
cost and/or complexity of the experiments prevent the 
students from working in optimal conditions. In these 
cases, remote laboratories seem to be the best solution. 
The main aim of these laboratories is to share the same 
experimental equipment between a number of users spread 
throughout a given geographical area. Moreover, they 
provide remote access to hardware experiments without 
the necessity of people being displaced. Furthermore, 
other benefits are obtained by saving time and reducing 
the number of days of lab inactivity.  

Remote labs capitalize on the large diffusion of the In-
ternet around the world. Essentially, they exploit web-
based platforms to give an interactive interface to the 
users. This interface interacts directly with the remote 
hardware via requests-answers sent on the network. Many 
architectures and platforms are used to achieve these ob-
jectives. From the user side, only a simple web browser 
(e.g., Internet Explorer, Mozilla, Firefox) with an appro-
priate plug-in is necessary (e.g., JRE for applets-based 
interfaces, runtime engine for a LabVIEW based remote 
experiments). 

In the domain of electrical engineering, many remote 
experiments and online laboratories have been designed 
[1-4]. Some of them deal with fundamental electronics 
experiments.  

The aim of this paper is to present the design details and 
test process of an online remote temperature system con-
trol experiment. Beyond its classical aspect, this choice is 
motivated by the fact that the physical system is simple 
but relevant. Both identification and online PID controller 
design are included in the remote experiment. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents 
the hardware and the software environment. In Section III, 
the objectives, technical content and procedures for the 
remote experiment are presented. This is done either from 
the experiment designers’ or administrators’ side or from 
the remote-student side. The remote experiment test is 
presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions and some 
perspectives are given. 

II. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 
The work described in this paper was performed within 

the framework of the Tempus e-Sience project (Euro-
Maghribeen project financed by the European community) 
in which the university, Constantine1, is a partner. The 
main objective of this project was the use of new technol-
ogies to develop e-Learning in the electrical engineering 
field, especially the implementation of remote labs for 
experimental work. 

A. Hardware Part 
In this part, the design of an interactive network struc-

ture is represented. This structure allows students to su-
pervise and control the temperature in an experimental 
system using a PID controller. This architecture allows the 
students to change the desired temperature value and the 
PID controller parameters during the experiment from any 
terminal connected to the Intranet or Internet network. 
Different kinds of network architectures can be used for 
an iLab [5]. 
The proposed network architecture is represented in Fig. 
1, and the system used for this experiment is shown in Fig. 
2. It is composed of a temperature measurement system, 
an acquisition card and a server. All these parts are con-
nected according to the control loop given in Fig. 3. The 
block diagram shows a closed loop control system. The 
measured temperature is compared with a reference value. 
The difference between these two values is processed by a 
PID controller, which initiates actions to drive the differ-
ence signal toward zero. Supervision and control of the 
system output are performed through a graphical user 
interface (GUI) developed in the Lab server. 

 
Figure 1.  Online lab architecture  
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Figure 2.  Online lab architecture 

 
Figure 3.  Experiment block diagram 

B. Software Part 
The acquisition card used in this work is a NI-6008 

card, which is compatible with the LabVIEW develop-
ment environment [6]. Therefore, this environment is used
for data-acquisition, remote monitoring, and control of 
different experiment parameters via a GUI. 
We noticed that the LabVIEW environment can control 
experiments connected to the Intranet or the Internet net-
work in real time using LabVIEW webserver. It also of-
fers the possibility of controlling experiments remotely 
from a web browser. In this case, the only required soft-
ware for the remote clients is the LabVIEW Runtime 
Engine, which can be downloaded freely from the Nation-
al Instruments website. 

As exhibited in Fig. 1, this environment has a lab server 
that manages the experiment and a web server that handles 
client access. Real time remote monitoring and control are 
effectuated by using the LabVIEW web-publishing tool. 
In this case, the developed VI (Virtual instrument) is ac-
cessible on the local or the Internet network via web 
browsers. To access the VI remotely, the IP 
address of the server and the name of the shared VI should 
be known by the remote client. At the same time, the pub-
lished VI must always be running on the Lab server. The 
remote user regains control of the experiment only after 
requesting and receiving acceptance from the server. Dur-
ing the experiment, the students can start and stop the 
program execution whenever they want. They can change 
the desired temperature value and the PID controller pa-
rameters at any time. Moreover, it is also possible to store 
all the experiment results data from the graph in "spread-
sheet" format. 

III. TEMPERATURE CONTROL REMOTE EXPERIMENT 
The temperature subsystem is involved in many every-

day life systems such as air conditioning units, irons, elec-
tric ovens and many other industrial systems [7]. The 
proposed remote experiment concerns a temperature sys-
tem control. The heat is generated by thermal resistance.  

A. Remote Experiment Objectives 
The aim of the experiment can be summarized in three 

objectives, which constitute the student work steps: 
• Temperature system identification from experimental 

data. 
• Open-loop Ziegler-Nichols PID tuning and test of the 

temperature system. 
• Closed-loop Ziegler-Nichols PID tuning and test of 

the temperature system. 

B. Preparing the Practical Work 
Before the physical remote experiment, the students are 

provided with experimental data obtained from a step 
response of the temperature system. The students are 
asked to plot the system time answer and to confirm its S-
shape. The expected curve is shown in fig. 4. 

Once the curve is obtained and plotted, the students 
should identify the parameters of a first-order delayed 
system: static gain K, time constant !!and delay !!. The 
transfer function of the model is the following form [8]: 

! ! ! !!!!!!

!!!!
    (1) 

C. Remote Experiment Content 
The experiment content can be divided into two parts: 
Open-loop and closed-loop PID tuning and test. 

1) Open-loopZiegler-Nichols PID tuning and test:  

 Once the experimental model is obtained during 
the student preparation, a PID controller is directly ob-
tained using Ziegler-Nichols rule for an open-loop identi-
fied system [8]. The parameters Kp, Ti and Td are a func-
tion of the answer curve slope a and the model delay!!. 

From the users’ side, the remote students have an in-
terface to directly introduce the PID parameters and to 
make a real remote test on the physical system via a web 
browser. This interface allows the students to follow the 
regulated physical system response on the web browser in 
real time. The student has to do an analysis to adjust the 
true parameters if a wrong result is obtained as saturation 
or overshoot. 

The student interface is shown in Fig 5. For both open 
and closed loop cases, the implemented controller on the 
measurement server using LabVIEW has the following 
transfer function 

! ! ! !! ! ! !
!!!
! !!!   (2) 

2) Closed losed-loop Ziegler-Nichols PID tuning and 
test:
For the closed loop case, the process to be controlled is 
put in a closed loop with a variable gain K0. As shown in 
Fig 6, the gain is tuned until the system starts to oscillate. 
The value of K0 causing the start of oscillation and the 
oscillations period T0 are then used to tune the three PID 
parameters [8]. 
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Figure 4.  Open-loop answer of a delayed first order system 

 
Figure 5.  Student interface to tune the PID controller. 

 
Figure 6.  Oscillating closed-loop response with proportional action. 

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
To illustrate the performance of the experimental lab 

described in this paper, the effect results of different PID 
parameters on the system response have been investigated. 
Fig. 7and Fig. 8 represent the temperature system re-
sponses when the PID parameters are tuned from the Zei-
gler-Nichols open loop (ZNOL) and closed loop (ZNCL) 
methods, respectively. The interface that controls the 
system via a web browser is shown in Fig. 9. 

V. CONCLUSION 
An online remote temperature control system is pro-

posed for educational purposes. A simple web browser is 
used by the students to access the physical experiment. 
Experimental Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules for a PID con-
troller were tested in real time. The control system was 
successfully tested online. As a perspective, an iLab 
shared architecture will be used to share the experiment on 
the Internet network. 

 
Figure 7.  Temperature system response with PID parameters tuned 

from ZNOL. 

 
Figure 8.  Temperature system response with PID parameters tuned 

from ZNCL 

 
Figure 9.  Graphical user interface as displayed on remote client web 

browser. 
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